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WAFFLES      SCRAMBLED TOFU 

TEMPEH BACON with BACON SAUCE   “PIMPED OUT” RAMEN 

MOCK TUNA SALAD WITH CHICKPEAS   COCONUT THAI CURRY 

STUFFED BAKED SWEET POTATOES   VEG NEWS MAC AND CHEESE 

ONE POT MAC      CHILI LIME BEANS 

EASY CHANNA MASALA     BBQ LENTILS 

CRISPY FAB CAKES     VEGETABLE “BEEF” SOUP 

BUTTERMILK RANCH DRESSING    FETTUCCINE CASHEW ALFREDO 

CASHEW CREAM     VEGAN “CHEESE” SAUCE 

PAVLOVAS WITH COCONUT CREAM    MALAI CHICKPEA DUMPLINGS 

WACKY CAKE      MUSHROOM CHESTNUT WELLINGTON 

 

WAFFLes 

Excerpted from The Superfun Times Vegan Holiday Cookbook by Isa Chandra Moskowitz.  This (along 
with VegNews magazine) is my go-to cookbook for holiday ideas.  It has lots of fun recipes, including a 
family favorite of “pigs in a blanket” – which uses roasted marinated baby carrots instead of the (class 
one carcinogen) hot dog all wrapped in an “accidentally vegan” pastry.  The cookbook calls for these 
waffles to be served with pomegranate syrup and “chicken” fried seitan, which are fantastic, though we 
usually keep it simple and serve with fruit and maple syrup.  I picked this recipe because everyone needs 
a few plant-based recipes in their breakfast repertoire, and it’s one of our weekend staples. 

Ingredients:   

1 Tbsp Cornstarch     2 cups Unsweetened Almond or Soy Milk 

1 Tbsp Apple Cider Vinegar    2 cups All-Purpose Flour 

3 Tbsp Sugar      1 Tbsp Baking Powder 

½ tsp Salt      1/3 cup Water 

2 tbsp Canola Oil     1 tsp Pure Vanilla Extract 

Directions:  In a 2-cup or larger measuring cup, use a fork to vigorously whisk the cornstarch into about 
the half the milk.  Add remaining milk and vinegar. Set aside. 



Combine the flour, sugar, baking powder, and salt in a large bowl.  Make a well in the center. 

Add milk mixture to the flour, along with the water, oil, and vanilla.  Mix until relatively smooth.  Cook 
on waffle iron as directed or use for pancakes.  

 

scrAMBLed toFu 

Once you get the basics of this recipe down, you can customize with spices and veggies, though turmeric 
is a must for color and health.  I really like this dish with some chopped tomato and spinach mixed in, or 
even a squeeze of tomato paste, and often omit the nutritional yeast.  If you can’t find kala namak, 
regular salt will do.  Find what works for you and enjoy! 

https://www.karissasvegankitchen.com/tofu-scramble/ 

https://www.noracooks.com/tofu-scramble/ 

 

teMPeH BAcon And BAcon sAuce 

Slice or cube store-bought tempeh.  Bring nonstick frying pan to medium high heat, coat with oil or 
some vegetable spray.  Pan fry for a couple of minutes per side, till browned.  Meanwhile, make Bacon 
Sauce by mixing in a small bowl 1 tablespoon each soy sauce, maple syrup, liquid smoke.  Once the 
tempeh is browned, add bacon sauce, then flip to coat.   

 

“PiMPed out” rAMen WitH toFu 

This is my own invention, and one of my son’s favorite recipes.  You can pay upwards of $12 for a tofu 
ramen in a Japanese restaurant, but this comes together quickly and easily for a lot less.  It’s also a great 
way to use up whatever veggies you have around.  Note that the ramen can be a little high in sodium.  If 
this is a concern, you can use only half the seasoning packet, or even discard the packet and cook the 
ramen and veggies in your own salt-free veggie broth. 

Ingredients: 

Ramen (check ingredients to confirm it’s plant based)  1 Block Extra Firm Tofu 

Cornstarch       Oil, Salt and Pepper 

1 Carrot        Handful of Broccoli Florets 

Scallion        Cilantro 

Optional Sesame Seeds and/or Nori to garnish 

Instructions:  Prep the tofu by pressing out excess water (using a tofu press or just wrapping in a clean 
kitchen towel); then cut the tofu into 1-inch cubes, and toss with cornstarch, salt and pepper.  Heat a 
skillet over medium high heat, add thin layer of oil, and pan fry cubes, browning evenly on all sides.  

https://www.karissasvegankitchen.com/tofu-scramble/
https://www.noracooks.com/tofu-scramble/


Remove to paper towel lined plate.  Note: if you prefer to bake the tofu, simply slice the tofu and, after 
coating with cornstarch, bake coated slices @ 400 for 30 min, flipping at halfway mark. 

Meanwhile, thinly slice the carrot on the bias, and separate the broccoli into florets.  If you don’t have 
carrots and broccoli, use whatever veggies you have on hand – mushrooms, corn, frozen edamame and 
baby spinach are all good.  Slice the scallion on the bias and chop the cilantro. Prepare ramen per the 
packet directions, adding the veggies at the same time you add the noodles.  Once the ramen is cooked, 
remove from heat and put into large serving bowl.  Place as much of the tofu as you want on top, 
sprinkle with scallion, cilantro and sesame seeds, if using.  If you have any nori on hand, take a sheet and 
crumble it over everything.     

 

MocK tunA sALAd WitH cHicKPeAs 

Excerpted and adapted from Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking: 101 Entirely Plant-Based, Mostly 
Gluten-Free, Easy and Delicious Recipes by Dana Shultz, a delightful cookbook with beautiful photos of 
every dish, and a broad array of recipes.  Another favorite recipe of mine from this cookbook is the herb-
marinated tofu, which mimics mozzarella by brining and then marinating the tofu and makes a great 
summer salad with fresh tomatoes and basil.  I first discovered the mind-bending idea of using chickpeas 
to make a mock tuna while dining at Washington D.C.’s restaurant “Poets and Busboys” which has this 
on their menu.  Looking to recreate it, I tried several recipes, and this is my fav so far.  The tahini and 
maple syrup add a nice flavor complexity to this dish but if you don’t have them, feel free to skip and 
season this in a more traditional way. 

Ingredients:  

1 15-oz can Chickpeas, rinsed and drained  3 tbsp Vegan Mayonnaise 

1 tbsp Tahini      1 tsp Dijon or Spicy Mustard 

1 tbsp Maple Syrup or Agave Nectar   ¼ cup diced red onion 

¼ cup diced celery     ¼ cup diced pickle 

1 tsp capers, drained and chopped   Salt and Pepper   

Instructions:  Add chickpeas to a medium bowl and mash with a fork, leaving only a few beans whole.  
Add the remaining ingredients and mix to incorporate.  Serve on toasted bread with whatever toppings 
you like, such as lettuce, tomato and red onion.   

 

coconut tHAi curry WitH cHicKPeAs (or toFu) 

This recipe is excerpted and adapted from Deliciously Ella: 100+ Easy, Healthy, and Delicious Plant-Based, 
Gluten-Free Recipes.  This is one of several cookbooks by Ella, a British woman who cooked her way to 
good health using whole foods plant-based gluten free recipes, and who is known for her simple and 
joyful approach to cooking.  I have and enjoy several of her cookbooks and listen to the podcast on 
wellness that she does with her husband.  However, I particularly love her app – also called “deliciously 
ella” – which features tons of recipes, as well as wellness videos, including meditation and yoga for about 



99 cents per month.  For this recipe, I like to buy a bag of frozen cubed butternut squash to save myself 
the work of peeling and cutting a squash.  You can substitute sweet potato for the butternut squash, and 
cubed tofu for the chickpeas.  If you don’t like eggplant, feel free to substitute zucchini, cauliflower or 
another veggie.  Also, you can replace the chickpeas with cubed tofu, either fresh or sauteed. 

Ingredients: 

2 13.5-oz cans of Coconut Milk    2 14.5-oz cans of Diced Tomatoes 

1-2 tsp Red Pepper Flakes    ¾ to 1-inch fresh Ginger, peeled and grated 

1 large Butternut Squash (or frozen cubes)  2 Medium Eggplants, about 1 ½ lbs total 

Handful of fresh Cilantro, finely chopped  1 15-oz can of Chickpeas, drained 

3 tsp Miso Paste     Cooked Brown Rice, to serve   

Instructions:  Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.  Put the coconut milk, canned tomatoes, ginger and 
pepper flakes in a large saucepan with a sprinkling of salt and pepper.  As it heats up, prep the veggies 
and add to the pan.  Transfer the mixture to the oven and cook about 30 minutes, at which point add 
the cilantro, chickpeas, and miso paste to the pan.  Return to the oven for 30 minutes.  It’s ready when 
the squash is soft.    

 

stuFFed BAKed sWeet PotAtoes WitH cucuMBer cHicPeA sALAd And 
Miso tAHini sAuce 

The below link is to a recipe from Purple Carrot Meal Delivery.  I picked this recipe to showcase the joys 
of tahini and miso paste, and plant forward eating (e.g., not a substitute for a favorite omnivore recipe 
but a whole new culinary horizon!)  This miso tahini sauce is a revelation! 

https://www.purplecarrot.com/plant-based-recipes/stuffed-sweet-potatoes-with-cucumber-chickpea-
salad-miso-tahini 

 

veGneWs Best ever veGAn MAcAroni & cHeese  

This recipe is available online at the link below and in the cookbook The VegNews Guide to Being a 
Fabulous Vegan: Look good, Feel Good & Do Good in 30 Days by Jasmin Singer.  The cookbook has 30 
chapters and 30 recipes.  Each chapter includes some useful information about some aspect of veganism 
– from how to get your protein as a vegan to tips for dining out when travelling – plus one recipe.  
Because I have loved every recipe I’ve ever made from VegNews magazine – including the amazing 
recipe for potato pierogis in their 2020 holiday edition -- I had high confidence that the 30 recipes they 
selected to showcase in this cookbook would be awesome and iconic, and I have not been disappointed.  
This cookbook would be a great choice as a starter cookbook if you are looking to deepen your 
understanding of veganism and get some incredible recipes to boot. 

https://vegnews.com/2018/7/vegnews-best-ever-vegan-macaroni-and-cheese 

 

https://www.purplecarrot.com/plant-based-recipes/stuffed-sweet-potatoes-with-cucumber-chickpea-salad-miso-tahini
https://www.purplecarrot.com/plant-based-recipes/stuffed-sweet-potatoes-with-cucumber-chickpea-salad-miso-tahini
https://vegnews.com/2018/7/vegnews-best-ever-vegan-macaroni-and-cheese


 

one Pot MAc 

Excerpted and adapted from Fast & Easy Vegan Cookbook by JL Fields.  This recipe is a great way to get 
familiar with the joys of nutritional yeast, which is why I picked it to include here. My whole family, 
including my meat-lover Dad, enjoys this recipe, and it’s also one of the recipes my son makes most 
often.  It’s a one-pot dish, with both veggies and 15+ grams of protein per serving.  My son gave me this 
cookbook, along with a request to teach him to cook plant-based.  I’ve been amazed how the very simple 
recipes manage to obtain impressive complexity of flavors – and so it’s a great cookbook for someone 
who doesn’t like to spend too much time in the kitchen.  Other recipes that I find myself making 
frequently include the Corn Chowder, Minestrone, and Sheet Pan Lasagna with Tofu Ricotta, in addition 
to the Chana Masala recipe below.   

Ingredients: 

1 tbsp Vegan Butter    2 tsp Garlic, minced 

½ Onion, diced     1 (8-ox) package Macaroni 

2 cups Vegetable Broth    ¼ cup Nutritional Yeast 

½ tsp Salt     ¼ tsp Black Pepper 

Veggie – use whatever you have on hand (I like spinach or peas, but corn and mushrooms are also good) 

In a large saucepan over medium heat, melt the butter and sauté onions and garlic (and mushrooms if 
using) about 3 minutes to soften.  [You can skip this step but it does add good flavor.]  Add the macaroni 
and broth and bring to a boil.  Cover and reduce the head to medium low, cook, stirring occasionally to 
avoid sticking, until the pasta is tender, about 7-9 minutes.  Add whatever veggie you are using in the 
last 1-2 minutes. Remove the pan from the heat, stir in the nutritional yeast, salt and pepper, and serve.   

 

eAsy cHAnA MAsALA 

Excerpted and adapted from Fast & Easy Vegan Cookbook by JL Fields.  I picked this recipe to highlight 
the joys of international cuisines in plant-based cooking, and because this one comes together almost 
exclusively from pantry staples. 

Ingredients: 

2 tsp Olive Oil      1 Onion, diced 

1 small Jalapeno or Serrano, seeded and minced 2 tsp Garam Masala (can substitute 2 tsp curry         
powder, or 1 tsp each of allspice and cumin) 

1 tsp Salt      1 tsp Black Pepper 

1 can Roasted-Garlic Diced Tomatoes, 14.5 oz  2 cans Garbanzo Beans, 15 oz each 

Directions: 



In large saucepan, head olive oil over medium high heat.  Add onion and minced jalapeno, and sauté 
until the onion softens.  Add garam masala, salt and pepper.  Sauté for 2 minutes more. Stir in tomatoes 
and ½ cup of the Garbanzo Beans.   

Use an immersion blender to roughly puree the mixture in the pan.  Alternatively, you can use a potato 
masher to obtain chunky texture.  Add the remainder of the garbanzo beans and bring to boil.  Reduce 
heat to low and simmer for 10 minutes, adding water if necessary to maintain stew-like consistency.  
Serve with green veggie (I like sauteed spinach) and rice or naan. 

 

cHiLi LiMe BeAns 

Everyone needs a few good meals you can quickly pull together from pantry staples, and this is one of 
mine.  This recipe from the Washington Post is so good it replaced my old recipe for Cuban Black Beans 
and has become my go-to.  Although the recipe calls for serving it on tortillas as tacos, I typically serve 
this over rice.  I also like to serve it with a mango salsa – made simply with diced mango, diced red onion, 
chopped cilantro, a squeeze of lime and a sprinkle of salt – in place of the two onion relish the recipe 
features.  If you like the idea of a fruit salsa topping but don’t have mango on hand, canned or frozen 
pineapple works great too.  You’re welcome! 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/recipes/chili-lime-black-bean-tacos/17008/ 

 

BBQ LentiLs 

This recipe from the Washington Post’s Joe Yonan – who focuses on plant-based recipes – was the first 
recipe I tried in my Instant Pot.  It can also be made in a crockpot or on the stove top.  It makes a great 
quick lunch, and leftovers are excellent.  I like it served over a half of a sweet potato.  My husband really 
raved over this, and asked me to make it again almost immediately.  Because of its flavor similarity to 
baked beans, this could be a good dish for the omnivores in your life. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/recipes/barbecue-baked-lentils/17495/ 

 

crisPy “FAB cAKes” WitH FresH HerB sALAd 

This recipe from Purple Carrot Meal Delivery Service was one of the first recipes I tried that showed me 
how fun and creative it can be to invent plant-based versions of family favorites.  Having grown up on 
the Eastern Shore of Maryland where crabs and crab cakes were treasured, I was so happy to find this 
yummy option for completely plant-based “crab” cakes.   Here, shredded hearts of palm create the same 
texture and mild flavors of crab meat.  Where the recipe calls for “New England seasoning”, I use my 
beloved “Old Bay Seasoning.”  These would also be great with some Old Bay Aioli to top it off – just mix 
Old Bay into some Vegenaise and add a squeeze of lemon for an excellent topping for these cakes. 

https://www.purplecarrot.com/recipe/crispy-fabcakes-with-fresh-herb-salad-creamy-lemon-dijon-
dressing 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/recipes/chili-lime-black-bean-tacos/17008/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/recipes/barbecue-baked-lentils/17495/
https://www.purplecarrot.com/recipe/crispy-fabcakes-with-fresh-herb-salad-creamy-lemon-dijon-dressing
https://www.purplecarrot.com/recipe/crispy-fabcakes-with-fresh-herb-salad-creamy-lemon-dijon-dressing


 

 

veGetABLe “BeeF” souP 

You’ll be amazed and how good and easy this soup is.  This recipe, but with ground beef, was a staple in 
my omnivore days whenever I needed something to serve a crowd, or just an easy dinner on a super busy 
day.  I adapted it to plant-based simply by substituting rehydrated TVP for the ground beef, and in the 
process made this quite a bit healthier and lower in fat and calories.  For an even more beefy flavor, you 
can use frozen Gardein beefy crumbles in place of the TVP.  It’s always been popular, and I’ve frequently 
gotten requests for the recipe.  It’s especially beloved when folks realize just how easy it is to make.  And, 
yes, despite packing a wallop of beefy flavor, Lipton Onion Soup Mix is one of those “accidentally vegan” 
items!  I picked this to showcase TVP; another great way to utilize TVP is in your favorite taco recipe. 

Ingredients:   

Large Bottle of V-8 Juice      Lipton Onion Soup Mix, one envelope 

Frozen Mixed Veggies with Peas, Carrots, Corn (16 oz bag) Texturized Vegetable Protein, 1 cup 

Directions:   Place TVP in crockpot or stock pot.  Add 1 cup hot water.  Mix.  Add remaining ingredients 
and stir.  If using a crockpot, fix this in the morning and set to low till dinner so the flavors can blend all 
day.  If using a stovetop pot, just bring to simmer and let flavor blends at least 30 minutes or, better yet, 
make one day in advance to let flavors marry.  Serve with corn bread (made with plant-based milk and 
egg replacement) or baguette.   

 

veGAn ButterMiLK rAncH dressinG 

Adapted from Great Vegan BBQ Without a Grill by Linda & Alex Meyer.  This is a great recipe to 
showcase the versatility of cashews, and it was this recipe that first taught me the magic of how cashews 
and water whip up to a creamy deliciousness!  If you forget to soak the cashews overnight, I’ve had luck 
doing a quick soak by boiling the water first and then covering the cashews and letting them soak for 
about an hour.  The cookbook pairs this dressing with another recipe for BBQ Buffalo Chick’n Pizza and 
Smoky Buttery Buffalo Cauliflower Bites.  Yum!  

 

INGREDIENTS: 

1 cup (113 g) Raw Cashews, soaked overnight in 1 cup water  Juice of ½ Lemon 

1 tbsp White Wine Vinegar      ½ cup plus 3 tbsp Water 

1 clove Garlic        ½ tsp Sea Salt 

¼ cup chopped Italian Flat Leaf Parsley     3 tbsp. chopped Fresh Chives 

 



Instructions: 

Drain and rinse the cashews and put them in a high-speed blender or food processor.  Add lemon juice, 
vinegar, water, garlic and salt.  Blend on high until the dressing is smooth and creamy, approximately 3 
minutes.  Pour into bowl and stir in herbs. Store in an airtight container in the refrigerator for up to 3 
days. 

Fettuccine cAsHeW ALFredo 

Excerpted and adapted from The Essential Plant-Based Pantry: Streamline Your Ingredients, Simplify Your 
Meals by Maggie Green.  This recipe showcases how cashews can be converted into cream.  Not only is 
this plant-based meal delicious, but it’s way healthier than the omnivore version. The only fat in this 
recipe is the relatively healthy fats from the cashews and olive oil.  It’s also super simple and made from 
pantry ingredients – no need to make a special trip to the grocery store to buy that heavy cream for your 
alfredo!  I discovered this cookbook while pulling together materials for this class.  It has pictures of 
nearly every recipe, and is quite comprehensive, and so would be a great option for a first cookbook in 
your plant-based library.  Its recipe for Curried Red Lentil, Quinoa and Apple Soup – with its sweet and 
spicy flavors -- is just incredible.  

Ingredients: 

1 cup raw Cashews    12 oz Fettuccine 

¾ tsp Kosher Salt    ¼ tsp Black Pepper 

2 tbsp Olive Oil     4 cloves Garlic, minced 

Zest of 1 Lemon     1 tbsp Lemon Juice 

Optional: thinly sliced Green Onion and/or Basil 

Instructions: Place cashews in a heat proof bowl and cover with 1-inch hot water.  Soak overnight or for 
at least 8 hours.  If you are making this in the evening, you could put these in to soak when you make 
your morning coffee.   

In a large pot of boiling water, cook fettuccine for 9-12 minutes until al dente.  Drain in a colander and 
rinse with hot water. Meanwhile, drain the cashews from their soaking water.  In a blender, mix the 
cashews with 2 cups water on high speed for two minutes.  Scrape down the sides and process again 
until smooth and creamy.  Add the salt and pepper.  In a large skillet over medium low heat, add the 
minced garlic and cook gently to infuse the garlic flavor.  Strain the cashew sauce into the skillet, pouring 
it through a fine mesh strainer.  Stir to blend and heat until steaming.  Add the cooked fettuccine a few 
pinches at a time using a pair of tongs or a large fork.  Twist the pasta and coat it with the sauce.  Mix in 
the lemon zest and juice.  Top with chopped fresh green onion and basil, if desired.  I like a sprinkling of 
nutmeg. 

 

 

 



cAsHeW creAM 

This recipe is excerpted from The Homemade Vegan Pantry by Myoko Schinner (remember Myoko, who 
makes awesome plant-based cheeses available in grocery stores?).  This cookbook also has recipes for 
homemade cashew cheese (amazing and not at all difficult!), a seitan based “meat” marinated in red 
wine and garlic that makes a pretty convincing and healthy brisket-like “meat and, one of my favorites, 
Umbrian Tartufo Sauce, which is a mushroom based sauced for pasta, flavored with truffle oil (though I 
have substituted sesame oil in a pinch).  Delicious! 

Ingredients:   

1/3 cup Cashews     1 cup water 

Instructions:  Blend cashews and water in a high-speed blender for one minute or more until creamy.  
Flavor with salt and garlic powder.   Use in sauces as one would use a heavy cream – such as in the 
Umbrian Tartufo Sauce. 

 

veGAn “cHeese” sAuce 

This is a super versatile recipe – and showcases the versatility of both cashews and nutritional yeast.  It 
can be dolloped on homemade pizza in place of mozzarella or used as a cheese sauce on nachos or baked 
potatoes, on tossed with pasta for a macaroni and cheese, or any other place you might use a cheese 
sauce.  I love how healthy it is – check out the ingredients!  The only ingredients besides cashews and 
nutritional yeast, are a little water, lemon juice and seasonings.  Whereas most traditional cheese sauces 
have high fat butter and milk in addition to the cheese itself, the only fat in this recipe is the “healthy” fat 
in the cashews.  Yet it has a creamy texture and addictive flavor! 

https://www.makingthymeforhealth.com/the-best-vegan-cheese-sauce/ 

 

MALAi cHicKPeA duMPLinGs 

Adapted from Purple Carrot Meal Delivery recipes. I picked this recipe to showcase Garbanzo Bean Flour 
as a new ingredient – and Purple Carrot as a source of great plant-based meals.  It’s cozy and warming, 
and particularly pleasing on a cold fall or winter evening, though it’s also light enough for summer. 

https://www.purplecarrot.com/plant-based-recipes/malai-chickpea-dumplings-with-almond-golden-
raisin-pilaf 

 

MusHrooM cHestnut WeLLinGton 

This recipe from the Washington Post is the perfect plant-based entrée for a special occasion – such as 
Thanksgiving or other holiday -- or when company is coming for dinner and you want to put on a show.  
It’s also good for a “make-ahead” as the Wellington can be refrigerated for up to 3 days before baking.  
It replaces the turkey on our Thanksgiving table and has been a hit with omnivores and vegans alike.  I 
like to serve it with a mushroom gravy made with plant-based butter and veggie broth. 

https://www.makingthymeforhealth.com/the-best-vegan-cheese-sauce/
https://www.purplecarrot.com/plant-based-recipes/malai-chickpea-dumplings-with-almond-golden-raisin-pilaf
https://www.purplecarrot.com/plant-based-recipes/malai-chickpea-dumplings-with-almond-golden-raisin-pilaf


https://www.washingtonpost.com/recipes/roasted-portobello-mushroom-pecan-and-chestnut-
wellington/14984/ 

 

cHocoLAte WAcKy cAKe 

Excerpted from Frugal Vegan: Affordable Easy & Delicious Vegan Cooking by Katie Koteen and Kate 
Kasbee.  This cookbook is a great “starter” cookbook even if your budget doesn’t require you to be frugal.  
Because it focuses on frugal recipes, it keeps the ingredient lists, and thus the recipes, simple but 
delicious.  This cake is sometimes referred to as the “Depression Cake” because it was developed during 
the Great Depression when eggs and butter were scarce.  It is reliable and always yummy, and it has 
become my go-to recipe for cake.  As evidence of its versatility, I recently doubled it and used the layers – 
sprinkled with cherry brandy and sour cherries and coated with whipped coconut cream --  to make a 
Black Forest Cake for my husband’s birthday.  Delicious! 

Ingredients: 

1 ½ cups (87 g) all-purpose flour   ¼ cup (28 g) cocoa powder 

½ tsp baking powder    ½ tsp salt 

1 cup (192 g) sugar    1 tsp vanilla extract 

1 tbsp (15 ml) apple cider vinegar  6 tbsp (90 ml) vegetable oil 

Vegan chocolate chips, optional   Powdered sugar or Frosting, optional 

Instructions: 

Preheat oven to 375 degrees.  Lightly grease 8- or 9-inch square pan. In large mixing bowl, mix flour, 
cocoa, baking soda, salt and sugar.  Make three holes in the dry ingredients, one large and two small.  
Add the vanilla to the first small hole, the vinegar to the second, and the oil to the large hole.  Pour 
water over everything, add chocolate chips if using, and stir to combine. 

Pour into prepared pan and bake for 25-30 minutes, till toothpick comes out clean. 

Cool cake in pan on wire rack; then dust with powdered sugar or frosting if using.  Cut and serve.   

 

AQuAFABA PAvLovAs WitH coconut creAM And MAcerAted 
strAWBerries 

This recipe showcases and miracle of aquafaba, that liquid inside a can of garbanzo beans.  Plus, it’s 
always great to have a second plant-based dessert in your repertoire.  This is great for company when 
you want a really impressive presentation.  

https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/vegan-pavlovas-8896817 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/recipes/roasted-portobello-mushroom-pecan-and-chestnut-wellington/14984/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/recipes/roasted-portobello-mushroom-pecan-and-chestnut-wellington/14984/
https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/food-network-kitchen/vegan-pavlovas-8896817

